
 Blockchain Surveillance       
  Cyber Mercenaries
 & State Intelligence



I am Janine
Investigative Journalist
Privacy Researcher

❖ Author of "This Month in Bitcoin Privacy”
❖ Board member of Open Sats
❖ CBP committee member for the 

CryptoCurrency Certification Consortium
…and many other [REDACTED] things!

@J9Roem
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https://enegnei.github.io/This-Month-In-Bitcoin-Privacy/about/
https://opensats.org/
https://cryptoconsortium.org/team-c4/


“
This presentation will explore the corner of our industry that is occupied by 

so-called blockchain analysis companies, who (dis)claim many guises: 

analysts | scientists | artists | crime-fighting detectives | spies.

Where is the line between analysis and surveillance? What is their 
relationship with existing techniques, infrastructure, and norms from 

private hacking and spyware businesses, as well as nation-state 
intelligence apparati? And what could we do about it?
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Topics:
❖ What is Bitcoin Privacy?
❖ Blockchain Analysis versus Surveillance
❖ The Companies & Their Friends
❖ Case Study: Neutrino
❖ The Danger
❖ What Can We Do About It?

with Q&A at the end!
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“How did you become interested in [Bitcoin] privacy?”
Nearly 7 years ago…
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https://sci-hub.se/https://doi.org/10.1145/2699026.2699100
https://www.meetup.com/coinscrum/events/225895988/
https://www.meetup.com/coinscrum/events/225895988/


What is Bitcoin Privacy?
Within and around the public ledger that is 
Bitcoin, privacy is a matter of creating ambiguity 
about the (history and future of) relationship(s) 
between addresses and coins, and increasing 
the computational cost of blockchain and traffic 
analysis, through a combination of off-chain and 
on-chain tools.
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Blockchain Analysis vs. Surveillance
Blockchain analysis is the process of inspecting, 
modeling and visually representing raw blockchain 
data (for personal, business, or academic purposes).

Blockchain surveillance is analysis performed with the 
intent to track and/or deanonymize users for 
regulatory, intelligence or law enforcement purposes. 
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The Companies:

https://ciphertrace.com/
https://www.chainalysis.com/
https://www.coinbase.com/compliance
https://crystalblockchain.com/
https://www.elliptic.co/


Business Model
Usually consists of selling products and service 
subscriptions tailored to three categories of clients:
❖ Private businesses (esp. exchanges) for 

know-your-customer compliance
❖ Private investigators in “e-crime,” risk 

analysis, and market intelligence
❖ Regulators, state law enforcement and 

intelligence agencies (or their contractors)
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Their Friends:

…and many more!

https://ciphertrace.com/
https://www.chainalysis.com/
https://www.coinbase.com/compliance
https://crystalblockchain.com/
https://www.elliptic.co/


The CIA’s not-for-profit venture capital firm:
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https://www.iqt.org/
https://techinquiry.org/?entity=chainalysis%20inc%2E&guard=
https://projects.propublica.org/nonprofits/display_990/522149962/download990pdf_03_2022_prefixes_47-54%2F522149962_202103_990_2022030219680233


“We Care About Your Privacy”
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https://twitter.com/NSAGov/status/566638525097844736
https://twitter.com/NSAGov/status/1354789857571303430
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https://twitter.com/chainalysis/status/1545469365897805834
https://twitter.com/elliptic/status/1530098486393425920
https://twitter.com/elliptic/status/1305810697117413377
https://twitter.com/ciphertrace/status/1260653406223400960


Case Study: Neutrino
1.  Co-found an offensive surveillance company that goes 
on to sell and service tools to repressive regimes, and be 
branded as one of the top-five “Corporate Enemies of the 
Internet” by Reporters Without Borders.
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https://web.archive.org/web/20130529131934/https://surveillance.rsf.org/en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1yb-wWwAEQ


Case Study: Neutrino
2.  Get hacked.
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https://wikileaks.org/hackingteam/emails/


Case Study: Neutrino
3.  Go broke.
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https://theintercept.com/2015/07/07/leaked-documents-confirm-hacking-team-sells-spyware-repressive-countries/


Case Study: Neutrino
4.  Co-found a new company focused on blockchain 
analysis tools for law enforcement and financial services.
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https://web.archive.org/web/20180825195400/https://www.neutrino.nu/


Case Study: Neutrino
5.  Sniff around for investment. Fail.
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https://bitcoinmagazine.com/culture/coinbase-bought-neutrino-because-its-old-analysis-providers-sold-user-data


Case Study: Neutrino
6.  Get acquired by Coinbase for €12 million ($13.5 million).
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https://einzelgaengerinmotte.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/neutrino_coinbase-acquisition-agreement.pdf
https://bitcoinmagazine.com/culture/coinbase-purchased-neutrino-135-m-acquisition-contract-shows
https://web.archive.org/web/20190221220424/https://blog.coinbase.com/welcoming-neutrino-to-coinbase-b3f56171850d


Case Study: Neutrino
7.  Oh no, not again..
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https://web.archive.org/web/20190503152546/https://blog.coinbase.com/living-up-to-our-values-and-the-neutrino-acquisition-ba98174cdcf6


Case Study: Neutrino
8.  … Addio!
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Case Study: Neutrino
9. A little name change.
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https://www.coinbase.com/blog/introducing-coinbase-intelligence-crypto-compliance-at-scale


Case Study: Neutrino
10. Profit?
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https://theintercept.com/2022/06/29/crypto-coinbase-tracer-ice/
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The Danger



Due-Diligence Negligence
Compliance policies and regulations that are 
ostensibly created and enforced on the basis of 
de-risking or reducing harm, while in practice 
increasing risk and actual instances of harm.

(see TMIBP01)
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https://enegnei.github.io/This-Month-In-Bitcoin-Privacy/June_2020/#june-24th---compliance-is-kink-a-chainalysis-guide


“Convicted by Code”
By Rebecca Wexler

“Secret code is everywhere — in elevators, airplanes, medical 
devices. By refusing to publish the source code for software, 
companies make it impossible for third parties to inspect, even 
when that code has enormous effects on society and policy. Secret 
code risks security flaws that leave us vulnerable to hacks and 
data leaks. It can threaten privacy by gathering information 
about us without our knowledge. It may interfere with equal 
treatment under law if the government relies on it to determine 
our eligibility for benefits or whether to put us on a no-fly list…”
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https://slate.com/technology/2015/10/defendants-should-be-able-to-inspect-software-code-used-in-forensics.html


“Convicted by Code”
By Rebecca Wexler

“It’s time to address one of the most urgent if overlooked tech 
transparency issues — secret code in the criminal justice system. 
Today, closed, proprietary software can put you in prison or even 
on death row. And in most U.S. jurisdictions you still wouldn’t 
have the right to inspect it.
… Short-circuiting defendants’ ability to cross-examine forensic 
evidence is not only unjust — it paves the way for bad science.”

[6 October 2015]
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https://slate.com/technology/2015/10/defendants-should-be-able-to-inspect-software-code-used-in-forensics.html
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https://blog.coinbase.com/part-1-blockchain-analytics-is-more-of-an-art-than-science-d168f9c85761


“Bitcoin Fog Case Could Put
Cryptocurrency Tracing on Trial”
By  Lily Hay Newman and Andy Greenberg

“Now, Sterlingov’s legal team, led by the well-known hacker 
defense attorney Tor Ekeland, has fired back: They’re claiming in a 
series of legal motions filed late yesterday that Sterlingov is 
innocent and vowing to take his case to trial. In doing so, 
Sterlingov’s defense says, they plan to show not only that he never 
ran Bitcoin Fog but also that the blockchain analysis techniques 
used to pin the case on him were faulty, leading to his wrongful 
arrest and a lost year of his life.”

[2 August 2022]
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https://www.wired.com/story/bitcoin-fog-roman-sterlingov-blockchain-analysis/


“Bitcoin Fog Case Could Put
Cryptocurrency Tracing on Trial”
By  Lily Hay Newman and Andy Greenberg

“Ekeland says that discovery documents in the case show that the 
prosecution’s cryptocurrency tracing was performed with tools sold 
by Chainalysis, a New York–based blockchain analysis startup, 
along with consulting help from Excygent, a government contractor 
specializing in cybercriminal and cryptocurrency investigations, 
which Chainalysis acquired in 2021.”

[2 August 2022]
(see TMIBP20)
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https://www.wired.com/story/bitcoin-fog-roman-sterlingov-blockchain-analysis/
https://enegnei.github.io/This-Month-In-Bitcoin-Privacy/August_2022/#august-3rd---the-fog-of-analysis
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https://enegnei.github.io/This-Month-In-Bitcoin-Privacy/August_2022/#august-8th---ofac-sanctions-tornado-cash


What Can we Do About it?
❖ Design, build, educate about privacy tools (on-chain 

and off-chain).
❖ Stimulate conversations about the importance of 

financial privacy (often still taboo).
❖ Gather information about blockchain surveillance 

companies, their products and partnerships 
(sousveillance, ‘BSWatch’). Send it to me!

❖ Refuse to use software and services which employ 
data collection and surveillance tools. #NoKYC
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thanks!
Any questions?


